
Maiden flight at AIR MAGDEBURG 2012 

TRIXY Zero took off! 
 

 
 

 

Trixy Aviation’s chief designer Rainer Farrag took off at the airfield in Magdeburg (Germany) for 

the first time with his latest creation: TRIXY Zero, the RotorBike.           Photo Archive-No.: HS3-1206-206 

 
 

 June 30th, 2012, Magdeburg / Germany: The young Austrian 

aircraft manufacturer Trixy Aviation takes an opportunity at the 

air show at Magdeburg to present its latest innovation: Zero. 

Thousands of spectators witnessed the successful maiden flight of 

this spectacular aircraft at the 5th issue of the “air show to 

participate”. 

 

   Magdeburg is a city that has written history in the early days of 

aviation: The pioneer, Hans Grade (1879-1946) presented here on 

October 28th, 1908. It was the maiden flight of his self-built three-

decker aircraft. Powered by a 3-cylinder, 2-stroke engine he 

demonstrated a successful flight over 100 meters at an altitude of 8 

meters. More pioneer works and his founding of the first flight school 

followed. 

Magdeburg was again, 104 years later, the scene for a special maiden 

flight: this time, on June 30, 2012, it was a visionary aeronautical 

engineer from Austria, who took off with his latest creation on the 

grounds of Magdeburg. 

 



 

    Rainer Farrag, CEO and chief engineer of Trixy Aviation, made it again. 

He was not only able to come up with a new and creative idea in a record 

time. He was also able to demonstrate a successful maiden flight of his 

remarkable work. His idea formed at the beginning of this year, drawing the 

first scratches in February, and presenting a finished prototype of his Rotor 

Bike to the public at the AERO show (Friedrichshafen / Germany) in April. 

Two months later, a record time during which he performed all load tests 

needed for the type certification, TRIXY Zero was finally ready to fly. “The 

devil is always in the details and there were several little ones, which 

unexpectedly challenged the Trixy-Team and caused some delay.” reported 

the leader of the team, Rainer Farrag, about the last weeks of the assembly 

work. “A couple of hours before we left for Magdeburg, we were not certain 

that we would be able to demonstrate a successful maiden flight of our 

Zero!”  The last problem was solved on Wednesday evening and Trixy Zero 

was then loaded on a trailer and on its way to Magdeburg. The 

Administrative part of the needed temporary certificate to fly was also 

finalized at the last second. Horst Schilling, the official examiner, managed 

to present the certificate in great cooperation with his colleagues at DAeC on 

Friday at Magdeburg. 

    Saturday morning everything worked just fine. Rainer Farrag taxied his 

TRIXY Zero to Runway 27 and stopped for a few seconds at the holding 

line. All indicators were in green fields and Rainer advanced to the 

threshold.  A short run, less than 100 meters, and the Gyro-Bike was air born 

with its 110 HP. “Zero is a little unusual, but she rewards with a special 

feeling of freedom! And this feeling in this seat configuration is literally 

breathtaking. The handling is easier than I thought”, stated the enthusiastic 

Rainer Farrag with a big smile on his face after the smooth landing. The 

MDR Television team (the local sender of ARD-TV), which reported Zero‘s 

maiden flight as an opener for the 30 minute long show, was also very 

enthusiastic. The broadcast about Air Magdeburg, Central Germany’s largest 

air show with 80 participants, and the future of flying (at 4 pm local time) 

was documented by moderator Madeleine Wehle. 

   Rest is not on the agenda for Trixy’s boss, Rainer Farrag, who brought a 

nearly finished product to Air Magdeburg. A real amphibian gyrocopter 

with 2 seats in a side-by-side configuration: TrixSea. The maiden flight is 

planned for the fall and the type certification is planned for the end of this 

year.  



 
The Gyro-Bike, Trixy Zero, in the sky over Magdeburg during its 1st maiden flight on Saturday, June 30

th
 

2012, piloted by chief engineer and CEO of Trixy Aviation, Rainer Farrag.        Photo Archive-No.: HS3-1206-221 

 
The MDR-Moderator Madeleine Wehle could not resist taking a seat behind Rainer Farrag, designer of 

Trixy Zero and CEO of Trixy Aviation (left in the picture).         Photo Archive-No.: VI9-1206-2449 

 

 

 

 



 
Trixy Zero was the opener of the TV-Show of MDR about Air Magdeburg. Madeleine Wehle documented 

the show from the co-pilot seat of the innovative Gyro Bike, piloted by Rainer Farrag, and commented 

“This is the future of flying!”.              Photo Archive-No.: HS3-1206-162 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Responsible for the success of the Ultra-Light Aircraft: Chief engineer and CEO of Trixy Aviation Rainer 

Farrag (left) and the German gyrocopter expert (Type certificate examiner on behalf of the certification 

authority DAeC) Horst Schilling. 
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